
NEW PATIENT REGISTRATION FORM 
 

Today’s	Date:		 	Lilac	Center	Location		☐North	Kansas	City,	MO		☐Kansas	City,	MO		☐Mission,	KS	

PATIENT	INFORMATION	

Patient’s	last	name:		 First:		 Middle:		 Marital	status:		

Address:	 D.O.B:	 Age:	 Sex:	

City:	 State:	 Zip:	

Home	phone:	 Work	phone:	 Cell	phone:	

Employer:	 Your	Occupation:	 Employer	phone:	

Employer	Address:	

City:	 State:	 Zip:	

Referred	by: ☐ Hospital/Clinic	-	Name:																																															☐ Physician	-	Name:																																																															☐ Web	Search			☐ Advertisement/Brochure 

Other	family	members	seen	here?				☐Yes					☐No						If	Yes,	name	

			 PRIMARY	INSURANCE	INFORMATION	(IF	APPLICABLE)	

	 (Please	give	your	insurance	cards	to	the	receptionist)	 	

Insured’s	Name:	 D.O.B:	 Relationship:	 Phone:	

Insurance	company:	

Group	number:	 Insured	ID:	 Co-payment:			

Employer’s	Name	 Employer’s	phone:	

Address:	

City:	 State:	 Zip:	

			 SECONDARY	INSURANCE	INFORMATION	(IF	APPLICABLE)	

Insured’s	Name:	 D.O.B:	 Relationship:	 Phone:	

Insurance	company:	

Group	number:	 Insured	ID:	 Co-payment:		

Employer’s	Name	 Employer’s	phone:	

Address:	

City:	 State:	 Zip:	

COORDINATION	OF	CARE	

It	is	important	for	your	healthcare	providers	to	to	work	together	in	coordinating	your	care.	Please	complete	information	below	and	indicate	your	approval.		

Primary	Care	Physician:	 Phone:	

Address:	 City:	 State:	 Zip:	

May	we	contact	your	Physician?						☐Yes								☐No									☐I	don’t	have	a	Physician	

Psychiatrist/Therapist:	 Phone:	

Address:	 City:	 State:	 Zip:	

May	we	contact	your	Psychiatrist/Therapist?								☐Yes								☐No									☐I	don’t	have	a	Psychiatrist/Therapist	
	

IN	CASE	OF	EMERGENCY	

Emergency	Contact	Name:	 Relationship:	

Address:	 City:	 State:	 Zip:	

Home	phone:	 Work	phone:	 Cell	phone:	

The	above	information	is	true	to	the	best	of	my	knowledge.	I	authorize	you	to	release	any	information	required	to	process	my	claims.	I	understand	that	I	am	financially	
responsible	for	any	balance	not	paid	by	insurance.	I	have	received	a	copy	of	the	Provider	and	Patient	Services	Agreement	and	agree	to	its	terms.	

		Signature:	 		Date:	

			
	
	



COORDINATION OF CARE REQUEST

Client Name: _______________________________________________________________________________  

Client DOB:  _______________________________________________________________________________

Dear ______________________________________________________________________________________

I am writing to let you know that I saw your client named above for a mental health assessment on: 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________

The Client reported symptoms that I believe are consistent with the diagnosis of:

 ___________________________________________________________________________________________

I have recommended the following:

q	On-going therapy to reduce symptoms of mental health diagnosis 

q	Medication management

q	 Substance abuse treatment

q	 Eating disorder treatment

q  Chronic illness, mindfulness and exposure for management and pain reduction

q		Routine care to improve quality of life and connection in relationships

q		Dialectical Behavioral Therapy to reduce personality disorder symptoms

We are not requesting client medical records at this time. We are only informing you we are working 
with the client and wish to coordinate care with you.
 
This client has signed an authorization form, allowing us to exchange pertinent information with you. If you 
would like any further contact regarding this case, or if you have further information that you think might  
assist us in better meeting this individual’s clinical needs, please feel free to contact me directly.

Respectfully,

Receive a book explaining our therapy approach FREE by calling 816-221-0305

rev. 02-15-16

Quality Hill
1029 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Kansas City, MO 64105 

Hospital Hill
2546 Holmes St.  
Kansas City, MO 64108

Mission, KS
5300 Foxridge Dr.
Mission, KS 66202
 

816-221-0305 • www.lilaccenter.org



Authorization to Release Information 
 

Client name .....................................................................................................................................................................
Date of birth ....................................................................................................................................................................  
I hereby authorize ...........................................................................................at ............................................................
 
to exchange my protected health information with Lilac Center.

The following requested items to be disclosed/obtained
................Any and all information ................Progress notes
................Verbal information ................Medical/Hospital records
................Summary of care and services ................Pharmacy records
................Discharge summaries ................Dates and types of services provided
................Evaluation and assessments ................Confirmation of participation/attendence
................Other ..................................................................................................................................................

The purpose for this disclosure is:
................Client care and treatment 
................Attorney or court request 
................Mangaged care and Insurance 
................Other ..................................................................................................................................................

I understand that the designated information about me may be transmitted by fax, electronic mail, or other 
electronic file transfer mechanisms. 

I understand that this authorization shall remain valid from the date of my signature below for 12 months  
thereafter. I understand that I may revoke this authorization at any time by written or oral communication with 
Lilac Center (except to the extent that the action has been taken upon it).

I hereby release all parties stated herewithin from any liability resulting from the release of this information.  
I agree that a photocopy of this authorization shall be as effective and as valid as the original. I certify that I 
have given consent freely and voluntarily, and that this form has been fully explained to me and I understand 
its contents.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................
Signature of Client                                                                                    Date of Authorization 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................
Signature of Witness                                                                                 Date

revised 05-18-18

(Name of other party) (phone number)

Federal regulations prohibit the recipient of this information from making any further disclosures of this information



PROVIDER & PATIENT SERVICES AGREEMENT  

Welcome to Lilac Center 
This document contains important information about our practice and its business 
policies. Although these documents are long and sometimes complex, it is very 
important that you read them carefully. We can address any questions you have about 
the procedures before your next session. When you sign this document, it represents 
an agreement between you and Lilac Center. You may revoke this agreement in writing 
at any time. That revocation will be binding except for information already disclosed; 
obligations imposed on us by your health insurer in order to process or substantiate 
claims made under your policy; or if you have not satisfied any financial obligations you 
have incurred.  

OUR SERVICES 
Our main approach to treatment is called Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT). DBT is a 
collaborative process where we work with you to help you learn skills for changing 
certain problematic behaviors and emotions. This process is most successful when we 
are able to develop an open and trusting professional relationship. You will most likely 
achieve your goals if you attend appointments and work hard between meetings to 
practice the skills we teach. Therapy often leads to better relationships, solutions to 
specific problems, and a significant reduction in the feelings of distress. Treatment 
usually includes individual sessions of 50 minutes each and can include weekly group 
therapy and phone coaching and crisis intervention. If you have any questions about 
the nature of the treatment, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

INITIAL ASSESSMENT 
Your initial session(s) will involve an evaluation of your needs. By the end of the 
evaluation, we will be able to offer you some first impressions of what your work will 
include and a plan to follow, if you decide to continue with our services. You should 
evaluate this information along with your own opinions of whether you feel comfortable 
working with us. Treatment/consultation involves a commitment of time, money, and 
energy, so you should be careful about the clinic or provider you select. If you have 
questions about procedures, they should be discussed with us whenever they arise. If 
your doubts persist, we will be happy to help you set up a meeting with another mental 
health professional for a second opinion.  

PROFESSIONAL FEES 
You are responsible to pay for your treatment. We will help you file the claim with your 
health insurance provider, but if your insurance company does not pay for any reason 
you are responsible to pay. 

Clinical Fees:    
Initial evaluation (45-55 min.)      $165.00 
Individual psychotherapy (45-55 min.)    $145.00 
Family or couples psychotherapy (45-55 min.)   $145.00 
Group psychotherapy (90-120 min.)     $120.00 
Initial psychiatric assessment      $250.00  
Follow-up medication management with psychiatrist  $150.00 



No-show or late cancellation fee     $40.00 
Coaching call fee       $30.00 
Hand written prescription request for pickup   $15.00  
Intensive Out Patient Services (3 hours)    $523.00  
 
 
Other Fees: 
Non-clinical documentation fees such as preparing letters,   $25.00 
forms for schools, employers or court proceedings.       
   
 
Consultation fees for presenting educational programs,   $150.00 per hour 
providing testimony in court, or providing extensive  
education or support for families of clients. 
 
Fees for Private Pay and out-of-pocket with no insurance billing:  Please inquire 
 
Insurance or third-party payers are typically billed for your service within the week you 
were seen. Some insurance companies require pre-authorization; we will work closely 
with you and your insurance provider to assure you receive your coverage benefits. If 
we accept your insurance we accept their rate of coverage. 
 
You will be expected to pay for each session at the time it is held, unless another 
schedule is agreed upon or unless you have insurance coverage. If we file your 
insurance, you are expected to make your co-payment at each visit. We accept 
cash, personal checks, Visa, and MasterCard. There will be a $35 service charge for 
returned checks. If overdue balance accrues to more than $200, we reserve the 
right to suspend services until payments are made to reduce the balance owed. 

If your account has not been paid for more than 60 days and you have not made 
arrangements for payment, we have the option of using legal means to secure the 
payment. This may include collection agency or small claims court which will require 
disclosing otherwise confidential information. In most collection situations, the only 
information released regarding a patient’s treatment is his/her name, the nature of 
services provided, and the amount due. If such legal action is necessary, its costs will 
be included in the claim.  

NO-SHOW AND CANCELLATIONS 
When an appointment time is scheduled, you will be expected to pay for it unless you 
provide 24 hours advance notice of cancellation. If you cancel with less than 24-hour 
notice you will be charged a $40 no-show fee. It is important to note that insurance 
companies do not provide reimbursement for cancelled sessions. Repeated missed 
appointments may necessitate termination of treatment. 

INSURANCE REIMBURSEMENT  
In order for you to set realistic treatment goals and priorities, it is important to evaluate 
what resources you have available to pay for your treatment. If you have a health 
insurance policy, it will usually provide some coverage for mental health treatment. We 
will fill out required forms and provide you with assistance in receiving the benefits to 



which you are entitled; however, you (not your insurance company) are responsible for 
full payment of your bill. It is very important that you find out exactly what mental health 
services your insurance policy covers.  

You should carefully read the section in your insurance coverage booklet that 
describes mental health services. If you have questions about the coverage, call your 
plan administrator. Our office will provide you with any information we have based on 
our experience and will be happy to help you in understanding the information you 
receive from your insurance company. If your failure to comply with your insurance 
company’s requirements regarding choice of providers, authorizations, or other issues 
results in the denial of claims, you will be responsible for paying in full. If your coverage 
changes, it is your responsibility to notify the office and to comply with your new 
policy.  

You should also be aware that your contract with your health insurance company 
requires that we provide a clinical diagnosis and information about the services 
provided to you. Sometimes we must provide additional clinical information such as 
treatment plans or summaries, or copies of your entire clinical record. In such 
situations, every effort will be made to release only the minimum information about you 
that is necessary for the purpose requested. This information will become part of the 
insurance company files. Though all insurance companies claim to keep such 
information confidential, we have no control over what they do with it once it is in their 
hands. In some cases, they may share the information with a national medical 
information databank. By signing the appropriate section of this Agreement, you agree 
to the provision of requested information to your carrier.  

Once we have all of the information about your insurance coverage, we will discuss 
what you can expect to accomplish with the benefits that are available and what 
will happen if they run out before you feel ready to end your sessions. You have the 
right to pay for services yourself to avoid the problems described above.  

HIPPA GUIDELINES 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), is a federal law designed to 
protect your privacy and your rights with regard to the use and disclosure of your 
Protected Health Information (PHI) used for the purpose of treatment, payment, and 
health care operations. HIPAA requires that we provide you with the Notice of Privacy 
Practices that explains HIPAA and how it affects you. The law also requires that we 
obtain your signature acknowledging that you have received this information. 

LIMITS ON CONFIDENTIALITY 
The law protects the privacy of all communications between a patient and a provider. 
Several types of communications and the consent they require are discussed below.  

1) Generally, information about your treatment can be released to others only if you 
sign a written Authorization Form that meets certain legal requirements imposed by 
HIPAA.  

2) There are other situations, however, that require only that you provide written, 
advance consent. Your signature on this Agreement provides consent for the 
following:  



 
• We may occasionally consult other health and mental health professionals 
about a case. During a consultation, every effort is made to avoid revealing your 
identity. The other professionals are also legally bound to keep the information 
confidential. You will not be told about these consultations unless your provider 
feels that it is important to your work together. 
 
 • We practice with other mental health professionals and employ administrative 
staff. In many cases, some protected information may be shared with these 
individuals for both clinical and administrative purposes, such as scheduling, 
billing and quality assurance. All of the mental health professionals are bound by 
the same rules of confidentiality. All staff members have been given training 
about protecting your privacy and have agreed not to release any information 
outside of the practice without the permission of a professional staff member.  
 
• We have contracts with other vendors such as software billing providers and 
electronic records providers, collections agencies, legal and accounting 
services. As required by HIPAA, we have a formal business associate contract 
with these other businesses, in which they promise to maintain the 
confidentiality of this data except as specifically allowed in the contract or 
otherwise required by law. If you wish, we can provide you with the names of 
these organizations and/or a blank copy of this contract. 
 
• If providers believe that a patient presents an imminent danger to his/her 
health or safety, they may be obligated to seek hospitalization for him/her, or to 
contact family members or others who can help provide protection.  
 
• If you are involved in a court proceeding and a request is made for information 
concerning the professional services that are provided to you, such information 
is protected by the provider-patient privilege law. Information cannot be 
provided without your written authorization, or a court order. If you are involved 
in or contemplating litigation, you should consult with your attorney to determine 
whether a court would be likely to order me to disclose information.  

•	If	a	patient	files	a	complaint	or	lawsuit	against	a	provider,	that	provider	may	disclose	relevant	
information	regarding	that	patient	in	order	to	defend	myself.	 
 
• If a patient files a worker’s compensation claim, and services are being compensated 
through workers compensation benefits, a provider must, upon appropriate request, 
provide a copy of the patient’s record to the patient’s employer.  
 
In addition, there are some situations in which we are legally obligated to take actions, 
which are necessary to attempt to protect others from harm and which may require 
revealing some information about a patient’s treatment. They include the following:  
 
•	If	there	is	cause	to	suspect	that	a	child	under	18	is	abused	or	neglected,	or	reasonable	cause	to	
believe	that	a	disabled	adult	is	in	need	of	protective	services,	the	law	requires	that	a	report	be	
filed	with	the	Department	of	Children	and	Family	Services.	Once	such	a	report	is	filed,	additional	
information	may	be	required.	 



 
•	If	there	is	reason	to	believe	that	a	patient	presents	an	imminent	danger	to	the	health	and	
safety	of	another,	we	may	be	required	to	disclose	information	in	order	to	take	protective	
actions,	including	initiating	hospitalization,	warning	the	potential	victim,	if	identifiable,	and/or	
calling	the	police.	 
 
If such a situation arises, your provider will make every effort to fully discuss it with you 
before taking any action and will limit disclosure to only what is necessary.  

While this written summary of exceptions to confidentiality should prove helpful in 
informing you about potential problems, it is important that any questions or concerns 
that you may have now or in the future be discussed. The laws governing 
confidentiality can be quite complex. In situations where specific advice is required, 
formal legal advice may be needed.  

 
PROFESSIONAL RECORDS 
You should be aware that, pursuant to HIPAA, we may keep Protected Health 
Information about you in two sets of professional records. One set constitutes your 
Clinical Record. It includes information about your reasons for seeking therapy, a 
description of the ways in which your problem impacts on your life, your diagnosis, the 
goals that are set for treatment, your progress towards those goals, your medical and 
social history, your treatment history, any past treatment records received from other 
providers, reports of any professional consultations, your billing records, and any 
reports that have been sent to anyone, including reports to your insurance carrier. 
Except in unusual circumstances that involve danger to yourself and/or others or the 
record makes reference to another person (unless such other person is a health care 
provider) and your provider believes that access is reasonably likely to cause 
substantial harm to such other person, you may examine and/or receive a copy of your 
Clinical Record, if you request it in writing. Because these are professional records, 
they can be misinterpreted and/or upsetting to untrained readers. For this reason, it is 
recommended that you initially review them with your provider, or have them 
forwarded to another mental health professional so you can discuss the contents. 
(There normally will be a charge for copying records). The exceptions to this policy are 
contained in the attached Notice Form. If your request for access to your records is 
refused, you have a right of review, which will be discussed with you upon request.  

In addition, your provider may also keep a set of Psychotherapy Notes. These notes 
are for your provider’s use and are designed to assist in providing you with the best 
treatment. While the contents of Psychotherapy Notes vary from client to client, they 
can include the contents of your conversations with your provider, an analysis of those 
conversations, and how they impact on your therapy. They may also contain 
particularly sensitive information that you may reveal to your provider that is not 
required to be included in your Clinical Record and information revealed to your 
provider confidentially by others. These Psychotherapy Notes are kept separate from 
your Clinical Record. Your Psychotherapy Notes are not available to you and cannot 
be sent to anyone else, including insurance companies without a separate signed 
Authorization.  



PATIENT RIGHTS  
HIPAA provides you with several new or expanded rights with regard to your Clinical 
Records and disclosures of protected health information. These rights include 
requesting that your provider amend your record; requesting restrictions on what 
information from your Clinical Records is disclosed to others; requesting an accounting 
of most disclosures of protected health information that you have neither consented to 
nor authorized; determining the location to which protected information disclosures are 
sent; having any complaints you make about our policies and procedures recorded in 
your records; and the right to view and copy your records,. Your provider will be happy 
to discuss any of these rights with you.  

MINORS & PARENTS 
Children of any age have the right to independently consent to and receive mental 
health treatment without parental consent. Information about that treatment cannot be 
disclosed to anyone without the child’s agreement. While privacy in psychotherapy is 
very important, particularly with teenagers, parental involvement is also essential to 
successful treatment and this requires that some private information be shared with 
parents.  

It is our policy not to provide treatment to a child under 12 unless he/she agrees that I 
can share whatever information I consider necessary with his/her parents.  

For children 13 and over, we request an agreement between my patient and his/her 
parents allowing me to share general information about the progress of the child’s 
treatment and his/her attendance at scheduled sessions. We will also upon request 
provide parents with a summary of their child’s treatment when it is complete. Any 
other communication will require the child’s Authorization, unless we feel that the child 
is in danger or is a danger to someone else, in which case, we will notify the parents of 
our concern. Before giving parents any information, we will discuss the matter with the 
child, if possible, and do our best to handle any objections he/she may have.  

CONTACTING US 
Routine, Non-emergency situations:  
Our office staff is available from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm Mon-Thurs. Our office phone 
number is 816-221-0305. You can also email us at support@lilaccenter.org 
Providers are normally not available by telephone during these hours because of 
client appointments. You will be able to leave them a voicemail during business 
hours. We check our voicemail between sessions and make every effort to return 
your call on the same day you make it, with the exception of weekends and 
holidays. If you are difficult to reach, please leave information about times when 
you will be available.  

Emergency/Crisis Situations: 
If you experience an emergency or crisis situation, please call your providers cell phone 
(provided on their business card or by them directly). They will call you back as soon as 
possible. Should you feel you cannot wait for a return call, you should call your 
physician or psychiatrist or go to the nearest emergency room. If your provider will be 
unavailable for an extended time, you will be provided with the name of a colleague to 
contact, if necessary. 



 

Medical Emergencies: 
In case of a medical emergency, the patient should be taken to the nearest emergency 
room or call 911 for assistance. Should the emergency occur in our office, 911 will be 
called.  

 
Clients Name: ________________________________________________________________ 
 
Your Co-Payment is: ________________________________ 
 
Your Deductable is: _________________________________ 
 
Your Policy Limits are: _______________________________ 
 
Your Balance Due is: ________________________________ 
 
Co-Payments are due at time of service: 
You are required to check-in with office staff and pay your co-payment before your 
appointment. 
 
Late Cancellation or Missed Appointments:  
Please give 24 hour notice. If you were unable to give notice, you must pay your missed 
appointment fee of $40 prior to your next appointment.  
 
Overdue Accounts: 
We reserve the right to suspend services for accounts with overdue amounts of $200 or 
more. Please make payment arrangements with the office manager. 
 
Collections Policy: 
If your account has not been paid for more than 60 days and you have not made 
arrangements for payment, we have the option of using legal means to secure the 
payment. This may include collection agency or small claims court which will require 
disclosing otherwise confidential information. In most collection situations, the only 
information released regarding a patient’s treatment is his/her name, the nature of 
services provided, and the amount due. If such legal action is necessary, its costs will 
be included in the claim.  

COMPLAINT PROCEDURE 
Clients have a right to address complaints about service   provision with Lilac Center, 
LLC and do so without fear of reprisal for doing so. Lilac Center, LLC process for 
addressing a complaint is as follows: 
 

1. Clients are encouraged to address complaint/grievances with their counselors 
and attempt to work out the perceived problem in an informal manner. 

 



2. If the informal attempt to address the complaint/grievance does not result in a 
satisfactory outcome for the client, a formal complaint/grievance may be 
initiated. 

 
3. To file a formal complaint/grievance, a complaint/grievance form can be 

obtained from your counselor or in the clinic lobby. 
 

4. Complete the complaint/grievance form and submit it to the clinic director. 
 

5. Upon receipt of the complaint/grievance form, the clinic director will begin an 
investigation of the complaint, which may include interviews with the person 
submitting the complaint, and other persons noted on the form and/or within the 
clinic that may offer relevant information in resolving the complaint. 

 
6. Within 5 working days of receiving the complaint, the clinic director will respond, 

in writing to the person who submitted the complaint, noting the result of the 
investigation. The written response will be provided during a meeting between 
the clinic director and the client, in which the outcome of the investigation will 
be discussed. 

 
7. Should the client be dissatisfied with the result of the response to the complaint, 

an appeal can be made to the program sponsor by indicating to the clinic 
director that an appeal of the outcome is requested. 

 
8. Within 5 working days, the program sponsor will respond in writing to the client 

as to the outcome of the appeal review. 
 

9. At any time in the process, from the initial informal attempt to resolve the 
complaint to the receipt of the written response from the program sponsor, the 
client has the right to seek assistance from an advocate outside of the 
organization. Available advocates for clients listed below: 

 
List state or local advocates: 
 
Missouri Department of Mental Health 
P.O. Box 687 
Jefferson City MO 65102 
1-800-364-9687 
Fax 573-526-3621 
Email: complaint@health.mo.gov 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
YOUR SIGNATURE INDICATES YOU HAVE READ AND BEEN GIVEN THE PROVIDER & 
PATIENT SERVICES AGREEMENT AND AGREE TO ITS TERMS. IT ALSO SERVES AS 
AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THE HIPAA NOTICE FORM. 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________Client 
Name (legible print please) 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Client Signature      Date 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Social Security Number 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Your Address 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Phone Number 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Email Address 
 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
The name of the person responsible for payment (if not client) 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
That person’s phone number  
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
That person’s address  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rev. May 20, 2018 



Client report of problem 

Client Name .................................................................................... Date .......................................................

 
Briefly describe your reason for seeking help
...........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................... 
How long have you had this problem?
...........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................... 
Why did you decide to seek help now?
...........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................... 
What other ways have you tried to deal with this problem?
...........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................... 

HISTORY OF TREATMENT
Have you been to outpatient treatment before? qYes q No (If Yes, Therapist Name) ....................................................   

Dates of treatment .........................................................................................................................................................

Did it help? qYes qNo

Have you been to inpatient treatment facility? qYes qNo (If Yes, Facility Name) ...........................................................

Dates of treatment .........................................................................................................................................................

Did it help? qYes qNo

Do you have a family history of emotional problems? qYes qNo

Who? .................................................................................. Relationship to you ............................................................

HEALTH STATUS
List any medical problems and when they were diagnosed .......................................................................................   
..........................................................................................................................................................................................
List any major surgeries you have had ..........................................................................................................................   
..........................................................................................................................................................................................
List any serious illness or injuries involving your head ................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................
List any allergies ..............................................................................................................................................................
Date of last physical exam ....................................................... Doctor’s name ............................................................
May we contact your doctor? qYes qNo

page 1



Check any that apply to you:

DRUG AND ALCOHOL USE
List prescription drugs you are taking ...........................................................................................................................   
..........................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................

Check that apply Age first used Weekday Weekend Monthly Last Used

q Beer

q Wine

q Liquor

q Marijuana

q Cocaine or Crack

q Meth or Crystal

q Heroin

q Barbiturates

q PCP, LCD

q Tobacco (any)

q Other

Are you a recovering alcoholic or drug addict? qYes qNo

Is there a history of drug or alcohol problems in your family? qYes qNo

...........................................................................................................................................................................
Client Name                                                                                  Signature                                                                Date

...........................................................................................................................................................................
Therapist Name                                                                             Signature                                                                Date

page 2

q Thoughts of suicide

q History of suicide attempts

q Thoughts of harming others

q Cutting or hurting yourself

q Trouble controlling temper

q Seeing things others don’t

q Hearing voices

q Feeling of hopelessness

q Inability to make decisions

q History of physical abuse

q History of sexual abuse

q Phobias

q Panic attacks

q Excessive guilt

q Forgetfullness

q Mood swings

q Health problems

q Family problems

q Violence towards others

q Tingling or numbness

q Depressed Mood

q Large weight gain or loss

q Trouble sleeping

q Waking during the night

q Waking early every day

q Financial problems

q Legal problems

q Loss of appetite

q Problems at work

q Trouble concentrating

q Racing thoughts

q Relationship problems

q Eating disorder

revised 02-15-16



Medication History
 
Name .............................................................................................Phone .......................................................
Address .............................................................................................................................................................
City ...................................................................................................State ........................ Zip ........................
Date of Birth ..................................................................................................................................................... 

Family Doctor ................................................................................Phone .......................................................
Pharmacy .......................................................................................Phone .......................................................

  
  Current Prescription Medications Used          

NAME DOSAGE FREQUENCY TAKEN LAST TAKEN REGULARLY? SIDE EFFECTS? PRESCRIBED FOR?

       

List any other medications (Over-the-counter or herbal) .............................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................... 
...........................................................................................................................................................................
 
Known Allergies (Drugs, Food, or other) .......................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................... 
...........................................................................................................................................................................

 
...........................................................................................................................................................................
Signature                                                                                           Date:

revised 02-15-16



Initial Assessment 

Client Name .................................................................................... Date .......................................................

Provider Name .................................................................................................................................................

Emergency or In Crisis? ...................................................................................................................................  

 

PRESENTING PROBLEM
History of problem, duration, efforts to resolve, symptoms, functional impairment) ..................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

 

SOCIAL HISTORY
Family ..................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

Education ..............................................................................................................................................................

Employment ..........................................................................................................................................................

Legal ....................................................................................................................................................................

Financial ...............................................................................................................................................................

Support System ......................................................................................................................................................

Other ...................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................
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CHILD/ADOLESCENT HISTORY
Any use of drugs or alcohol during pregnancy? ....................................................................................................................................................

Problems during pregnancy or delivery? ................................................................................................................................................................ 

Congenital defects? (if yes, specify) ........................................................................................................................................................................

Age at which child:    Sat up: ................................. Crawled:.................Stood alone: ................. Walked: .....................First words .................. 

Age at which potty trained: ................................... Length of time to train ................................. Soiling or bedwetting? ................................. 

List any history of seizures, prolonged high fevers, head injuries, poisoning, serious illness or injury .............................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

List of any prolonged separations or traumatic events in childhood ...................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

School ............................................................................................................Grade ..........................................Performance .................................

Problems/special services ........................................................................................................................................................................................

 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK FOR SUICIDE OR HOMICIDE 
Self Harm ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Self Harm History ......................................................................................................................................................................................................

Suicidal Ideation (Thoughts of death vs. killing self) .............................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Suicidal Ideation Scale  Yes/No ...............................................................................................................................................................................

HX Attempts..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Family History............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Homicidal/Harming Others .....................................................................................................................................................................................

HX Attempts..............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Family History............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Report made? Yes/No .................................................................... Parties Contacted?  Yes/No ..........................................................................

HISTORY OF PHYSICAL OR SEXUAL ABUSE
List who was abused, by whom, and approximate time span/age(s) and whether perpetrator still has access to those or other vulnerable parties.  

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Is a report required? Yes/No .................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Agency /person contacted and date: .....................................................................................................................................................................
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ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND SUBSTANCE USE
Assessment for cigarettes, alcohol and prescribes, illicit and over the counter drugs including frequency and quantity. Effect of use on job, legal, 

financial family and emotional life. ..................................................................................................................................  

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

...........................................................................................................................................................................  

...........................................................................................................................................................................  

MENTAL STATUS
Appearance ○ well groomed ○ disheveled ○ bizarre ○ inappropriate

Attitude ○ cooperative ○ guarded ○ suspicious ○ uncooperative

Motor Activity ○ calm ○ hyperactive ○ agitated ○ tremors/tics ○ muscle spasm

Affect ○ appropriate ○ labile ○ expansive ○ constricted ○ blunted ○ flat

Mood ○ euthymic ○ depressed ○ anxious ○ euphoric

Speech ○ normal 
○ pressured

○ delayed 
○ perseverating

○ soft 
○ incoherent

○ loud ○ slurred ○ excessive

Thought Process ○ intact ○ circumstantial ○ loosing of  
    associations

○ tangential ○ flight of ideas

Hallucinations ○ not present ○ auditory ○ visual ○ olfactory

Delusions ○ not present ○ persecutory ○ being controlled ○ grandiose ○ thought  
  insertion/deletion

○ bizarre

Suicidal Ideation ○ yes ○ no comments

Homicidal Ideation ○ yes ○ no comments

Self-Perception ○ no impairment ○ depersonalization ○ derealization

Orientation ○ fully oriented disoriented:   ○ always   ○ sometimes   ○ place   ○ person

Memory ○  intact impaired:  ○ recent  ○ remote amnesia: ○  immediate  ○  partial  ○  global

Cognitive  
Function

○  general knowledge intact   ○  simple calculations intact   ○  serial sevens intact

Abstraction ○  proverb interpretation intact impaired:   ○  concrete    ○  idiosyncratic

Judgment ○  intact impaired:  ○  minimal   ○  moderate   ○  severe

Insight ○  intact impaired:  ○  minimal   ○  moderate   ○  severe

CURRENT PHYSICAL HEALTH STATUS. (CHECK CIRCLE THAT APPLIES)
○  Client reports he/she has no health problems/concerns at this time; OR

○  Client reports he/she has a physical health issue that is stable and does not require evaluation and treatment  
by a medical provider at this time; OR

○  Client reports he/she has a physical health issue and is receiving care from a medical provider at this time; OR

○  Client reports he/she has a physical health issue and is not receiving medical care. Referred to PCP for evaluation 
and treatment of physical health condition.
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CENTRAL LIFE ROLE FUNCTION ASSESSMENT 
(Document and rate current level of severity of functional impairment using specific example(s) to illustrate the nature of your patient’s 
deficits in everyday functioning)

A. Occupation      ○ None   ○ Mild   ○ Moderate   ○ Severe  

Describe ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

B. School    ○ None   ○ Mild   ○ Moderate   ○ Severe 

Describe ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

CLINICAL ASSESSMENT
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................... 

DSM5 DIAGNOSIS
DSM5 Diagnosis .......................................................................................................................................................................................................

DSM5 Other Conditions ..........................................................................................................................................................................................

General ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................

GAF ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................

AXIS IV  ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................

PSYCHOTROPIC MEDICATIONS (include over the counter/herbal, dosage and when first prescribed) 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

 
TREATMENT PLAN GOALS
1.........................................................................................................................................................................  

...........................................................................................................................................................................

2.........................................................................................................................................................................  

...........................................................................................................................................................................  

3.........................................................................................................................................................................  

...........................................................................................................................................................................

4.........................................................................................................................................................................  

...........................................................................................................................................................................

Treatment Plan discussed with client:  Yes/No

Estimated length of treatment and No. of sessions  .........................................................................Date of next session .................................

...........................................................................................................................................................................
Therapist Name                                                                             Signature                                                                Date
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